AGENDA
Safer Sefton Together
Thursday 17th March, 2022
10.00 am, Remote Meeting
MEMBERSHIP:
Councillor: Trish Hardy, John Sayers, Simon Shaw, Helen
Armitage, Sharon Cotterill, Jenny Currie, Simon Burnett, Tracy
Forshaw, Neil Frackelton, Martin Gay, Kevin Hollis, Sue Holden,
Janette Maxwell, Superintendent Graeme Robson, Karen Rooney
and Kevin Sexton, Tracie Trubshaw, Chris White
1. Apologies for Absence
2. Declarations of Interest
Members are requested at a meeting where a disclosable pecuniary
interest or personal interest arises, which is not already included in
their Register of Members' Interests, to declare any interests that relate
to an item on the agenda.
Where a Member discloses a Disclosable Pecuniary Interest, he/she
must withdraw from the meeting room, including from the public gallery,
during the whole consideration of any item of business in which he/she
has an interest, except where he/she is permitted to remain as a result
of a grant of a dispensation.
Where a Member discloses a personal interest he/she must seek
advice from the Monitoring Officer or staff member representing the
Monitoring Officer to determine whether the Member should withdraw
from the meeting room, including from the public gallery, during the
whole consideration of any item of business in which he/she has an
interest or whether the Member can remain in the meeting or remain in
the meeting and vote on the relevant decision.
3. Minutes of Previous Meeting
Minutes of the meeting held on 9 December 2021.
4. Integrated Offender Management (IOM) Refresh Strategy
Jen Williams (NW Probation Lead), James Gillett (Police) will deliver a
briefing on the national IOM Refresh, to include progress in Sefton.
5. Provision of Alternative Education Settings
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Further to discussions at the meeting held on 9 December 2021
(Minute No. 26 refers)
Tracy McKeating
6. Local Policing Update
Superintendent Graeme Robson.
7. Violence against Women and Girls - Partner Reports
7.1

Sefton Council and Domestic Abuse Multi Agency
Partnership
Janette Maxwell

7.2

Sefton CCG
Tracy Forshaw.

7.3

Merseyside Police
Superintendent Graeme Robson

7.4

Merseyside Fire and Rescue Service
Kevin Hollis

7.5

SWACA
Neil Frackleton

7.6

Sefton Youth Justice Service
Adele Maddocks

7.7

Sefton CVS
Sue Holden

7.8

Schools Sexual Abuse Report- Chesterfield High School
Kevin Sexton

7.9

Probation Service - Feedback From Merseyside Women's
Team
Jan Marlow

8. Date of Next Meeting
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The Council at its meeting in January approved the following
programme of meetings for the partnership for 2022/2023:Thursday 9 June 2022 commencing at 10.00am;
Thursday 8 September 2022 commencing at 10.00am;
Thursday 8 December 2022 commencing at 10.00am; and
Thursday 16 March 2023 commencing at 10.00am.
The meetings will continue to be held remotely until such time as the
circumstances allow a face to face meeting to take place.
COMMITTEE
OFFICER:
Telephone:
E-mail:

Ian Barton
0151 934 2068
paul.fraser@sefton.gov.uk
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Agenda Item 3
THIS SET OF MINUTES IS NOT SUBJECT TO “CALL-IN”

SEFTON SAFER COMMUNITIES PARTNERSHIP
MEETING HELD AS A MICROSOFT TEAMS REMOTE MEETING
ON 9 DECEMBER 2021
PRESENT:

20.

Councillor Hardy (in the Chair)
Councillor John Sayers.
Helen Armitage, Simon Burnett, Tracy Forshaw,
Superintendent Graeme Robson, Kevin Sexton,
Andrea Watts, Ros Stanley, Sharron Cotterall, Sarah
Quick, Jan Marlow, Martin Cambers and Chief
Inspector Tracy Trubshaw.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

Apologies for absence were received from Neil Frackelton (SWACA), Tony
Harland (MFRA) and Sue Holden (Sefton CVS).
21.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

No declarations of any disclosable pecuniary interests or personal
interests were received.
22.

MINUTES OF PREVIOUS MEETING

RESOLVED:
That the Minutes of the meeting held on 9 September 2021 be confirmed
as a correct record.
23.

SSCP - RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER BOARDS

Further to Minute No. 17 of the meeting held on 9th September 2021,
Andrea Watts – Executive Director, People submitted a report dealing with
how the Strategic objectives were connected to improve the services
offered to the Sefton community through the Sefton’s Safer Community
Partnership, Sefton Safeguarding Children Partnership (formerly Local
Safeguarding Children Board) and the Sefton Safeguarding Adults Board.
RESOLVED: That
(1)

the Board notes the cross representation in place across the
Safeguarding Children Partnership, Sefton’s Safer Community
Partnership Board and the YOT management board; and

(2)

the Executive Director for Adult Social Care and Health be
requested to nominate a representative from the Sefton
Safeguarding Adults Board to Sefton’s Safer Community
Partnership.
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SEFTON SAFER COMMUNITIES PARTNERSHIP- THURSDAY 9TH
DECEMBER, 2021
24.

YOUTH SERVICE AND YOUTH ENGAGEMENT

Simon Burnett presented a report dealing with Sefton Council’s Youth
service and youth engagement mechanisms. The report set out details of
the Team, staffing and activities carried out, much work being carried out
in the evenings in order to engage as many young people as possible.
As part of the youth offer across the borough the Council commissioned
the following providers to deliver sessions and activities:













Bootle Youth and Community Centre
Brunswick Youth Centre
Litherland Youth and Community Centre
Netherton Park Community Centre
Parenting 2000 (Crosby and Southport)
Sefton CVS (SYMBOL and Youth Voice)
Sing Plus
SPACE (MYA)
St Leonards Youth and Community Centre
Woodvale and Ainsdale Community Association
YCP
YKids

In addition, schools were considered key to engaging with young people
and the youth team worked closely with education settings and created
programs that would educate young people in healthy relationships and
safe activities.
RESOLVED: That the report be noted.
25.

YOUTH OFFENDING TEAM

Ros Stanley, Localities Service Manager (YOT) submitted a report which
highlighted the Youth Offending Team’s:




experiences of Youth anti-social behaviour (ASB)
interventions they put in place to deal with Youth ASB
barriers to achieving success.

RESOLVED: That the report be noted.
26.

YOUTH ANTI-SOCIAL BEHAVIOUR - PARTNER REPORTS

Further to Minute No. 29 of the meeting held on 9 September 2021 it had
been agreed that key issues raised in the Community Safety Strategic
Assessment be considered by the Board during 2021 as single agenda
item meetings to allow for in depth discussion on that particular subject.
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SEFTON SAFER COMMUNITIES PARTNERSHIP- THURSDAY 9TH
DECEMBER, 2021

The second of these had been selected as Youth Anti-Social Behaviour
and the Partnership considered the following reports detailing how
individual partner organisations were dealing with this issue:
A.

Merseyside Police
Report of Superintendent Graeme Robson.

B.

Merseyside Fire & Rescue Service
Report of Tony Harland.

C.

Chesterfield High School
Report of Kevin Sexton - Headteacher.

D.

Sefton CVS
Report Presented by Sharon Cotterall.

E.

Public Health ASB Examples
Report of Helen Armitage - Consultant in Public Health.

Arising from the discussion a number of issues were discussed which had
arisen across a number of the reports:






Early intervention – providing support for young children with a view
to preventing escalation in later years;
Support for children and young people with SEND;
Appropriate Alternative Provision to Mainstream Education and how
this can be accessed;
Encouraging support from Parents and families – Parent Toolkit;
Building on existing positive outcomes;

RESOLVED: That
(1)

the reports be noted;

(2)

all organisations be thanked for the detailed and thorough reports
provided; and

(3)

further reports be submitted to the Board building on the issues
raised.
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SEFTON SAFER COMMUNITIES PARTNERSHIP- THURSDAY 9TH
DECEMBER, 2021
27.

FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS - INTEGRATED OFFENDER
MANAGEMENT - PREVENT DUTY - DRUG AND ALCOHOL
SERVICES

The Board was informed that the North West Probation and Police Leads
would deliver a briefing on the key Government priority, the national
Integrated Offender Management Refresh, including progress in Sefton at
the next meeting of the Partnership in March 2022.
Members discussed topics for future thematic Agendas, considering a
number of options including Prevent Duty, Drug and Alcohol Services and
Violence Against Women and Girls.
RESOLVED: That
(1)

the report be noted; and

(2)

Violence Against Women and Girls be the theme for the next
meeting.

28.

FUTURE NAME OF PARTNERSHIP

Andrea Watts suggested that in order to avoid confusion with other
partnerships and to better reflect the current role of the Board a new name
be considered for the Partnership.
RESOLVED:
That the Sefton Safer Communities Partnership be re-named Safer Sefton
Together.
29.

DATE OF NEXT MEETING

RESOLVED:
That the next meeting be held on Thursday 17 March 2022 commencing
at 10.00am.
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National Refresh
Jen Williams & Inspector James Gillett NW IOM Programme Managers – North West
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Integrated Offender
Management
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Integrated Offender
Management
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Why the Refresh?

➢A new Neighbourhood Crime strategy was published in
December 2020 which adopts an evidence-based approach
providing clarity and greater accountability.
➢Neighbourhood crime will be the centre of IOM with the aim
of ensuring swifter action and effective intervention which will
hopefully reflect in communities being safer.

➢The strategy incorporates a revised model for the IOM cohort
consisting of three distinct cohorts: Fixed, Flex and Free.
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➢In February 2020 a joint HMICFRS / HMIP inspection found
that IOM had ‘lost its way’. The report highlighted a lack of
national strategic leadership and made recommendations in
relation to improving consistency of the cohort of offenders
while still reflecting local needs.

➢Neighbourhood crime types have the highest levels of reoffending.
Page 12

➢ Recent figures show that 31.9% of those convicted of robbery and 52.2% of those
convicted of theft reoffend within one year of release from prison, compared to 25% for all
other crimes.
➢ A total of 80% of all crime is created by those reoffending, a significant proportion of which
is neighbourhood crime.
➢Neighbourhood crime types have low levels of suspect identification.
➢ In 2019, 76% of theft offences and 58% of robbery offences closed with no suspect being
identified, compared to 21.2% for all other cases.
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Why Neighbourhood Crime?

Working Together

Control

Disruption
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Change
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Location Monitoring
for Acquisitive Crime
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•

In 2020, as part of the Government’s ambition to reduce
neighbourhood crime, the Minister requested a
substantial programme of GPS trail monitoring for
adult offenders convicted of acquisitive crimes.

•

In April 2021, the project rolled-out to six police force
areas (PFAs) as a pathfinder phase with an additional
13 PFAs launching in September 2021. This is still a pilot
and yet to be rolled out nationally.

•

GPS trail monitoring requires the individual to wear a
GPS tag at all times to record their movements.

FLEX

FIXED

FREE

Fixed Cohort

Flex Cohort
Offenders who may not have committed neighbourhood crime offences but who may have
similar pathways to offending and would benefit from a neighbourhood crime IOM approach
Free Cohort
Enables schemes to work with entirely different cohorts, requiring a separate tailored approach
with different pathways

Agenda Item 4
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Prolific offenders with a high risk of reoffending and who have committed neighbourhood
offences; Robbery, Burglary, Theft of/from Motor Vehicle and Theft from Person.

Mental and
Physical Health
and Wellbeing

Accommodation
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Finance, benefits
& Debt

Education,
Training &
Employment

Reduction of ‘Neighbourhood Crime’ concentrating on persistent acquisitive
offenders

Attitudes,Thinking
& Behaviour

Allocated Police and Probation Offender
Managers

Family &
Significant
Others

Managed offenders to have enhanced access to
services

Substance
Misuse

Governance arrangements
Improved Service User Engagement

7 identified pathways to reduce reoffending

Agenda Item 4

Focus of the strategy

Governance
Agenda Item 4
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The IOM refresh strategy “strongly encourages police and probation
leaders to build links with local authorities in order to ensure IOM is
embedded into the local agenda, and links with relevant partners are
facilitated at this level. Local governance should set the agenda for local
IOM schemes – offering clear guidance on the processes and
responsibilities for joint offender supervision between agencies.”
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Report to: Safer Sefton Together
Date of Meeting: 17 March 2022
Subject: Summary Report Alternative Provision

Alternative Provision (AP) is “education outside school, arranged by local authorities or schools,
for pupils who do not attend mainstream school for reasons such as exclusion, behaviour issues,
school refusal, short- or long-term illness” (Alternative Provision Statutory guidance for local
authorities, 2013).
Schools are responsible for commissioning their own alternative provision. If children in the
school are looked after or supported by and Education Health and Care Plan (EHCP) there is a
requirement that schools will have the agreement of the Virtual School and the SEND team. The
alternative provision will be monitored through the child’s SEND reviews and their personal
education plans.

Sefton Council has a statutory duty to provide alternative provision where pupils have
been permanently excluded, and for other pupils who because of illness or other reasons
would not receive suitable education without such arrangements being made
Alternative Provision in Sefton is currently delivered through:




Complementary Education Service
JIGSAW Primary Pupil Referral Unit
IMPACT Secondary Pupil Referral Unit

Complementary Education Intervention – Children unable to attend school settings due to
health including mental health related needs.
Complementary Education works with Sefton schools in providing education for pupils of statutory
school age who are too ill to attend. Examples include pupils who are physically ill or injured, are
likely to be absent for more than 15 working days and have medical confirmation that they are
unable to attend.
Children with mental health needs supported by Complementary Education have CAMHS
oversight and input from a mental health practitioner. The hours of support offered reflects
individual pupils’ levels of resilience and coping skills.
In some cases, pupils have experienced significant and debilitating levels of anxiety which will
have impacted on their levels of social functioning, interaction and in some cases their own selfcare. Anxiety for some of these pupils may also be related to patterns of self-harm, suicidal
ideation or eating disorders.
For pupils where only limited hours of teaching input are appropriate, the Service ensures,
through regular reviews with CAMHS practitioners and schools, that support is increased at a
point when pupils’ health needs allow. Face to face teaching is also supplemented, where
appropriate, by online learning and remote teaching and learning opportunities.
There are currently 70 children attending the provision. We are seeing an increase due to anxiety
related conditions.
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These pupils are referred to the Monitoring & Placement Group for a multi-agency response to
the request for support.
JIGSAW Primary Pupil Referral Unit
Jigsaw is an alternative provision within Sefton for pupils whose behaviour within a mainstream
school has led to them being at increased risk of exclusion, or who have been permanently
excluded. It is the intention to support and facilitate the successful reintegration of pupils into
their host schools or transition to an appropriate, alternative provision.
JIGSAW places are agreed through a panel that includes Head Teachers, Educational
Psychologist, Inclusion Consultant and the School Nursing Service.
There are currently 21 children on roll which is an increase.
IMPACT-Secondary Pupil Referral Unit
The current model consists of two distinct provisions and staff work between the centres.
The Oakfield Assessment and Re-integration Centre (ARC) is based in Formby and is a short stay school
for 11 – 14-year-old students. Students have a period of assessment and intensive support to help them
re-engage in learning and bridge any gaps in their subject knowledge to help them successfully reintegrate
into a mainstream school or alternative provision. There is a Nurture base at the ARC, small classes and
high levels of pupil support.
IMPACT KS4 is a full-time provision which includes traditional GCSEs alongside a Personal Development
Programme and work-based learning.

There are currently 80 Local Authority places and 21 pre-exclusion places.
There are a number of off-site interventions at IMPACT providing Alternative Provisions. The
table below lists the alternative provisions.
Provision

URN

Address

Out of
Borough

Hours

Everton
Free
School
CST

138379

42 Spellow
Lane L4
4DF
1 Forth St
Bootle
L20 8JJ

YES

9.002.30pm

NO

9.302.00pm

9

Elm Road
Seaforth
L21 3TG

NO

9.002.30pm

2

Educ8

Number
of
pupils
2
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Qualification
GCSE Core subjects
Duke of Edinburgh
Open Awards Level 1
Diploma – Advanced
Construction Skills
Open Awards Level 1
Diploma – Motor Vehicle
Studies
Open Awards Level 1
Diploma – Skills for
further Learning and
employment
BTEC Level 1 Art &
Design BTEC Level 1
Construction BTEC Level
1 Hospitality & Tourism
On hold at present are:
BTEC Level 1 Health &
Social Care BTEC Level

Agenda Item 5
1 Hair & Beauty It is
possible to achieve an
Award or Certificate or
Diploma within each
subject
BTEC Level 1 & 2 Sport
& Active Leisure
AQA Unit Award Scheme
AQA Technical Awards
Sports Leaders UK
programmes.
Asdan Short Courses

Engage &
Change

58
Coronation
Rd,
Crosby,
Liverpool
L23 5RQ

NO

9.302.30pm

23

Pro

Our House,
15
Heathcote
Road,
Liverpool,

YES

9.001.30pm

2

Social and Emotional
development
programmes alongside
Open Awards Functional
skills in Maths and
English,
AQA Cookery
AQA Music

Motiv8

Gordon
Youth
Centre
Brecon
Avenue
L30 1RQ

NO

9.002.00pm

2

BTEC Level 1 in Sport &
Active Leisure
BTEC Level 2 in
Leadership Through
Sport
Active IQ Entry Level 3 in
Fitness and Physical
Activity
Active IQ Level 1 in
Fitness and Physical
Activity
Sports Leaders Level 1
Sports Leaders Level 2
Edexcel Entry Level 3
Maths, English and ICT
Edexcel Functional Skills
Level 1 Maths and
English

Pathways

13
Scarisbrick
New Road
Southport
PR8 6PU

NO

9.002.30pm

4

Open Awards Skills for
Further Learning and
Employment Level 1
Award, Certificate,
Extended Certificate,
Diploma in the following
areas:
Art & Design
Business
Childcare
Construction
Hair and Beauty
Health and Social Care
Hospitality and Catering
Mechanics
Retail

Vision
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Travel and Tourism
NCFE Level 1/ 2
Technical Award in
Health and Fitness
NCFE Level 1/ 2
Technical Award in
Nutrition and Health

Prudentia

Rydal

147665 GAP
Centre
Bowden
Road
Garston
Liverpool
L19 1QP

Unit 3
32
Bankfield
Street
Bootle
L20 8EH

NO

9.001.30pm

5

9.002.30pm

5

KS4
Functional Skills English
Pearson - Edexcel E1,
E2, E3, L1, L2 Functional
Skills Maths Pearson Edexcel E1, E2, E3, L1,
L2 BTEC Work Skills
Pearson - Edexcel
Award, Certificate,
Extended Certificate
BTEC Sport Pearson Edexcel Award,
Certificate, Extended
Certificate
KS3
Functional Skills English
Pearson - Edexcel E1,
E2, E3, L1 Functional
Skills Maths Pearson Edexcel E1, E2, E3, L1
BTEC Work Skills
Pearson - Edexcel
Award, Certificate BTEC
Sport Pearson - Edexcel
Award, Certificate
Functional Skills English
E1, E2, E3, L1, L2
Functional Skills Maths
E1, E2, E3, L1, L2
Princes Trust Achieve
Programme,
Award - 2 units
completed
Certificate - 6 units
completed
Diploma - 12/13 units
completed

There are service level agreements in place for all of the above provisions. In addition to this
where a LA/ school places a pupil with an alternative provision provider, the LA/ school continues
to be responsible for the safeguarding of that pupil and should be satisfied that the provider
meets the needs of the pupil. Both the LA and schools in Sefton have obtained written
confirmation from the alternative provider that appropriate safeguarding checks have been carried
out on individuals working at the establishment, i.e., those checks that the school would otherwise
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perform in respect of its own staff. This practice is outlined in the Keeping Children Safe in
Education statutory guidance.
Only a small number of the alternative provisions in Sefton are registered. An alternative provider
should be registered as an independent school if it meets the criteria for registration (that it
provides full-time education to five or more full-time pupils of compulsory school age, or one such
pupil who is looked-after or has an Education, Health and Care Plan.
It is an offence to operate an unregistered independent school, and anyone who does so is liable
on summary conviction to a fine and/or imprisonment.
Sefton have recently surveyed secondary school about the use of alternative provision and there
is a significant reduction in using unregistered alternative provision to place children.
Sefton is currently reviewing the alternative provision offer for schools aligned with the restructure
that has taken place at the secondary pupil referral unit. There is a significant rise in permanent
exclusions from schools which indicates Sefton need to review the pre-exclusion offer for pupils.
In addition to the review of the pre-exclusion provision our assessment is that not enough of the
current providers are registered as schools. Conversations have taken place with providers to
encourage them to seek registration where appropriate. This message has been underlined by
increased enforcement activity by Ofsted.
Sefton are currently in the process of developing a behaviour strategy aligned with the Education
Excellence Strategy. This will be completed in consultation with schools, other services, children,
and parents. In addition to this there is a review of the Complementary Education Service given
the rise in numbers of children presenting as too anxious to go to school.
Tracy McKeating
Service Manager Schools Support Service
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Agenda Item 7a
Report to: Safer Sefton Together
Date of Meeting: 17 March 2022
Subject: Violence Against Women and Girls – Sefton Council and Domestic Abuse multi agency
partnership
Links between the VAWG agenda and domestic abuse
The Government’s Violence Against Women and Girls Strategy (July 2021) states that the “term
‘violence against women and girls’ refers to acts of violence and abuse that we know
disproportionately affect women and girls”. This includes behaviours and crimes linked to domestic
abuse. Therefore, there is obviously a cross over between this agenda and that of domestic abuse.
As part of the new Domestic Abuse Act (2021), Sefton Council has established a Domestic
Abuse Partnership Board which is responsible for overseeing the strategic multi agency response
to domestic abuse in Sefton. This includes completing a domestic abuse needs assessment
which will provide evidence of the current local needs and gaps in provision which will then
inform the refresh of Sefton’s Domestic Abuse Strategy. The relevant elements of the Government’s
VAWG Strategy will be incorporated into this strategy work to avoid duplication.
VAWG related services delivered/funded by Sefton Council
Sefton IDVA (Independent Domestic Violence Advocates) service
 Sefton IDVA service is core funded and managed by Sefton Council.
 Additional funding from the Ministry of Justice provided via the Office for the Police and
Crime Commissioner Merseyside has enabled the team to expand (additional 3 IDVA fixed term
posts until March 2023) taking the team up to 7 advocates.
 This team provides specialist support to high-risk survivors of domestic abuse, irrespective of
gender. However, the majority of referrals are in relation to women (91.6% of cases in 202122). This is not unexpected as it is widely recognised that domestic abuse is a gendered form
of violence.
Sexual Violence support services
 Sefton contributes to the Merseyside wide sexual violence support contract managed by the
Office for the Police and Crime Commissioner Merseyside. This provides a coordinated
approach to providing specialist sexual violence and abuse support across the region.
 In Sefton, the service is delivered by RASA and includes the provision of ISVA (Independent
Sexual Violence Advocate) work and counselling support to survivors of rape and sexual
assault.
Commit 2 Change programme
 To successfully tackle violence against women and girls in the long term, there also needs to
be a range of approaches to challenging and changing perpetrator behaviour. According to the
Government’s VAWG Strategy “data indicates that these crimes are most often committed by
someone known to the victim” (p62). It is acknowledged that behaviour change programmes
for perpetrators have a role to play in this.
 Sefton Council funds and delivers a behaviour change programme for male perpetrators of
domestic abuse. The programme is voluntary and open to men 18+ with a child.
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Areas for development
 This will be more clearly outlined in the Domestic Abuse Needs Assessment and subsequent
Domestic Abuse Strategy refresh, however there are some key areas for development that are
already known.
 Further work to explore how services can best support ‘complex case’ domestic abuse survivors
(and perpetrators) following the learning from a recent Sefton Domestic Homicide Review.
 Increasing the capacity/offer of behaviour change work for perpetrators in Sefton.
 Prevention work focusing on education and healthy relationships for young people.
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Sefton Safer Together (March 2022): overview of health agency engagement in Violence
against Women & Girls (VAWG) agenda
Domestic Abuse
 CCG and provider health membership of Sefton Domestic Abuse Partnership Board
 Health economy engagement in Sefton Domestic Abuse Needs Assessment
 Support with SWACA proposal for a Domestic Abuse Sefton Health Outreach Team
which is currently being consulted on. This is in response to the number of Domestic
Homicide Reviews that had contact with GPs prior to the homicide. The new roles will
have the tasks of broadening primary care understanding in relation to domestic
abuse and also providing a clear pathway into specialist domestic abuse services.
 13 pharmacies across Sefton have signed up to participate in the Ask for ANI
domestic abuse codeword scheme, launched in January 2021
 Health provider representation at Sefton MARAC. In addition any health provider
making a referral to MARACC will always attend to present the case
 There is an IDVA in LUHFT; pilot IDVA in LWH and an ISVA in S&O hospitalhowever this is not a consistent approach and highlighted in draft Domestic Abuse
Needs Assessment
 Primary Care training session in conjunction with SWACA delivered by CCG Named
GP/ Safeguarding Service in October 2021
 Domestic Abuse is a key element of all Safeguarding Programmes delivered within
health services as per Safeguarding Children & Young People: roles and
competencies for healthcare staff (2019) Intercollegiate Document
Sexual Abuse and Assault
 Safeguarding Children Partnership regional safeguarding pathway for children who
disclose being, or who are suspected to have been, the victims of sexual abuse.
 ISVA employed by S&O hospital
Child Exploitation
 CCG Designated Nurse member of Pan Merseyside Multi Agency Child Exploitation
(MACE) Group
 CCG Designated Nurse member of SSCP Contextual Safeguarding sub group
 Monthly updates on pan Merseyside locality profiles for CE and county lines shared
across the health partnership
 Health provider membership of local MACE meeting
 Details of cases discussed at MACE that are subject to MACE plan are shared with
health services to flag on systems
 0-19 year service receive a copy of all children/ young people who have been
reported as missing
 Safeguarding KPIs include metric in respect of number of referrals made by
organisation in respect of CE on a quarterly basis
 CE training is a key element of all Safeguarding Programmes delivered within health
services as per Safeguarding Children & Young People: roles and competencies for
healthcare staff (2019) Intercollegiate Document
 Self Evaluation Framework (SEF) completed by north Merseyside health providers
Q2 2021-22
Hidden Harms: Honour Based Violence, Female Genital Mutilation, Forced Marriage
 CCG Designated Nurse member of NHSE/I Regional Tackling Serious Violence,
Hidden Harms and Prevent
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 FGM-IS and mandatory reporting in health settings
Merseyside VRP
 Newsletter circulated throughout health partnership

Individual Trust responses:
Southport & Ormskirk Hospital NHS Trust:
Domestic Abuse
 Routine Questioning in A & E (paperwork for attendance includes this)
 Trust representation at the domestic abuse partnership board
 Maternity system routine questioning is a statutory question
 Routine questioning in sexual health
 DA Policy
 Posters in key areas re DA
 Sexual Violence Practitioner in place
 Dash risk assessments Included in training
 Engagement in MARAC
 Flagging of records
 Support from Safeguarding team as required
Sexual Abuse
 Health Sexual Violence adviser (HISVA) in place employed by Blackpool Hospital &
Lancashire Police & Crime commissioner.
 Involvement in MACE
 Flagging of MACE cases
Exploitation
 Involvement in MACE
 Flagging of MACE cases
 Included in training
FGM
 Policy in place
 Routine question in sexual health
 Included in training
Forced Marriage
 Included in training
Mersey Care Local Division (adult facing mental health service) provision:
 Domestic Abuse Policy covering coercive and controlling behaviour referral pathways
risk assessments and family links information
 MARAC attendance
 Head of Safeguarding attends the Domestic Abuse board
 Mandatory training
 Bespoke hot spot training for services that could generate higher referrals e.g.
(addiction services)
 Attendance at LSCP Training
 Information sharing MASH, strategy meetings Initial assessments etc
 Close links with SWACA
 Follow Pan Merseyside Protocols for Harmful Practice
 Attend harmful Practice strategy meeting if known to mental health Services
 Follow policy to risk assess and refer as appropriate

2
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Promote routine enquiry and professional curiosity
Duty line for staff to discuss concerns and receive appropriate advice and support.
Supervision offered to staff.
Contribute to MASH information sharing

Mersey Care Sefton Community Division
 Domestic Abuse Policy covering coercive and controlling behaviour, referral
pathways, risk assessments and family links information.
 MARAC attendance by SCSN and feedback to caseload holder practitioner
 Access for all staff to Safeguarding partnership training and updates
 Additional training for level three specialist practitioners as part of their mandatory
training including professional curiosity, domestic abuse, coercive control, criminal
and sexual exploitation.
 Additional training promotes routine enquiry about domestic abuse at all contacts by
our services
 Close links with SWACA & RASA
 SCSN working within MASH- attendance at all MASH strategy meetings and same
day feedback to front line practitioners
 Refer / signpost to IDVA/SWACA & RASA services
 Follow Pan Merseyside protocols
 Promote routine enquiry and professional curiosity -offer case supervision to all frontline practitioners
 Practitioners complete DASH risk assessment when required at family home and
refer to appropriate services
 SCSN attendance at MACE -feedback to front line practitioners
 SCSN attends all strategy meetings in relation to possible honour-based violence
and participates in police and social care led assessments
 Young people have access to school health drop in support in school and can access
domestic abuse support, emotional health support and referral to specialist services
 Access all household with children under 5 as part of the Universal health visiting
service-advice, assessment, signposting and referral to specialist agencies
completed as required
Suggestions to improve service inclusion of domestic abuse literature / contact details for specialist service as part of
routine birth packs etc – this reaches all households as part of routine enquiry as
opposed to responding following disclosure of an event
Primary Care
 Iris programme for general practice – funding will need to be considered, however
referenced in DHRs locally as well as the DA Act. IRIS programme currently
commissioned throughout Manchester.
 Information sharing for MARAC further consideration as to how this can be
managed as may not be through CCG following recent DPIA and may need to
consider alternative model of a provider hosting arrangement, similar to MASH
 Recognition of the issue of DA for GPs– in amongst all the other stresses on
frontline practitioners, some degree of realistic expectations from others may be in
order
 Recognition of the issue of DA by GPs – this is a current workstream of Named GP
Safeguarding Adults and will form part of Primary Care Safeguarding Forum in Juneany offers of input?
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Compassionate learning from DHRs and “near misses”, any good practice being
identified, with genuine curiosity and support from each agency to help each other
support the residents of Sefton

Identified barriers include:





funding for IRIS programme for general practice
Data Protection Impact Assessment requires reconsideration of management of GP
engagement in MARAC process
Learning from DHRs highlighting the need for services to consider alternative means
to support service users who may find it difficult to engage ie who may have been a
multiple repeat victim of abuse by multiple partners
Need to strengthen partnerships approach and confidence in professional curiosity,
especially in respect of hidden/ unknown/ ignored males

4
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Sefton Safer Together – March 2022
Merseyside Police & VAWG
Author: Superintendent Graeme Robson

Experiences of VAWG




National impact following recent high profile cases such Sarah Everard and a number of
police misconduct issues across the county, particularly in London
COVID legislation has tested policing legitimacy and community relations particularly around
protest
Whilst Domestic Abuse provides a significant proportion of the volume within VAWG, it
encompasses a really broad range of issues both inside and outside of the home and
includes night-time economy areas, education settings and public spaces

What are we doing?
















VAWG programme Board led by Ch Supt Ngaire Waine.
Projects for each of the pillars to drive activity and progress.
Developing a Force Action Plan.
Looking at how we use data to inform our approach – Street Safe app and use of Cambridge
Harm Index
Problem Profiles being developed by September2022 to understand issues, baseline activity
and identify gaps. This will include partnership data where available.
Evidence based approaches being explored – developing proposals to pilot different DA
perpetrator management approaches, academic evaluation of Op Empower.
OPCC is arranging a VAWG summit for cross partnership consideration of approach to
tackling VAWG.
Ensuring staff are giving the right training and skills to understand and respond correctly to
VAWG.
Increased focus on night-time economy VAWG issues, clearly with a heavy focus on the City
Centre but this will extend to Sefton and the other areas. This included bespoke training
around these issues which was delivered to all officers who police the force’s night-time
economy areas, including Sefton
Focus on taxi’s and public transport – reporting mechanisms, training for staff, comms /
awareness raising – this is an area I think we need a Sefton-specific plan around
We secured £10,000 funding to provide the schools officers with a 3 day PSHE training
course. This will allow them to have a nationally recognised qualification and enable them to
deliver inputs on healthy relationships
Mentors in violence prevention – Secondary Schools. This is facilitated by Merseyside Youth
Association who deliver this on behalf of the VRP and is currently ran in a third of secondary
schools (30 schools across the force area). https://educationmvp.co.uk
The Community Cashback scheme has just been launched and one the themes for bids is
tackling VAWG
Internal culture and issues around confidence and legitimacy

Graeme Robson
Superintendent - Sefton Community Policing
Local Policing Command
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Barriers to achieving success






Domestic Abuse – Support for families, impact on children who grow up in abusive families,
victim support for prosecutions – capacity within the whole system & breaking the cycle of
abuse
Issues of trust and confidence will take time to improve and communities will expect to see
tangible improvements in some widely reported areas such as;
o Rape conviction rates
o Domestic homicides
o Police culture
New & proposed legislative changes will take time to embed & the police need to maximise
some of the civil powers available to provide protection alongside criminal investigation &
prosecution
The local CCTV network has issues with reliability / availability of cameras & availability of
budget to install / repair / replace

The below slide sets out the 3 pillars that the National Police Chiefs Council’s VAWG strategy is built
upon;

Graeme Robson
Superintendent - Sefton Community Policing
Local Policing Command
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Safer Sefton Together – Meeting 17th March 2022.
Report from Kevin Hollis - Merseyside Fire & Rescue Service (MFRS).
Violence against Women and Children.
Experience.




My experience and exposure to violence against women and children has been in both my
operational role when attending incidents and also within my role as a Fire Investigation
Officer. At incidents that I have attended where domestic violence has been suspected and
fire has been used as a weapon, often an arrest is made but the charge is later dropped
meaning that person is at risk of further harm.
MFRS as an emergency service gets access to people in situations where they are at most
need of help. Because of this people often disclose information they may not normally wish
to speak about and as such the education and training we give to staff is so important.

Merseyside Fire & Rescue Service.











All MFRS staff have undertaken Level 1 Safeguarding Awareness Training, which includes
how to recognise and report incidents of Domestic Abuse, which may be identified through
our Prevention activities when delivering Home Fire Safety Checks (HFSC), post incident or
during normal operational delivery. This will be enhanced with specific modular training
during 2022. Our Vulnerable Person Advocates who deliver High Risk interventions, such as
Safe and Well have received enhanced training during Continual Professional Development
(CPD) days.
MFRS have a robust Safeguarding reporting process whereby referrals are submitted
electronically and are triaged by the relevant Safeguarding Officers. Where appropriate,
these are reported to Adult or Children’s Social Services.
MFRS Youth Engagement Team are currently delivering the project ‘Healing Together’ in
Primary Schools across Merseyside which is funded by the Violence Reduction Partnership
(VRP). MFRS also have a member of staff seconded into the VRP. Healing Together is a
programme that provides support for children and young people aged 6-16 years old who
are impacted by Domestic Abuse offering Trauma Informed Practice to help children and
young people to learn about their feelings and how their body and brain can work together
to help them feel safe and calm.
Our Safeguarding Lead Officer is a key member of the Sefton Domestic Abuse Partnership
Board, Sefton Safeguarding Adults Board and Sefton Safeguarding Children’s Partnership.
All Operational Fire Stations are available as a “Safe Haven” to members of the public who
feel vulnerable and require short term sanctuary. Once they are at the station we can offer a
variety of reporting methods to them.
MFRS also use our Fire Appliances to deliver community safety measures. Currently we have
advertising raising awareness of “Domestic Violence” on several of our appliances.

Barriers to success.


From my experience the barrier to success is breaking the cycle of violence to ensure that if
violence does or is about to start then people feel confident that this is not inevitable and
that it is unacceptable behaviour. Statistics from www.safelives.org.uk say that it is on
average 2 and a half years that someone will live with domestic abuse before it will be
reported.
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SWACA’s perspective on Violence against Women and Girls in Sefton
Sefton Safer Together Partnership 17th March 2022
SWACA exists to support Women and Children / Young People, in Sefton, affected by domestic abuse (DA). Violence against
Women and Girls, while a broader theme than DA alone, is an issue very close to our hearts and one that pervades all aspects
of our support work. Without a given definition, we have included all aspects of domestic abuse within the theme, as
referenced in definitions within UK Government documentation.



SWACA’s experiences of Violence against Women and Girls
-



SWACA ‘actions’ put in place to deal with Violence against Women and Girls
-



SWACA staff address the impact of DA related Violence against Women and Girls daily – Physical, Sexual,
Emotional, Economic Abuse, Coercion and Control and combinations
Significant concerns around high risks - multiple on-going DHR’s
Referrals to SWACA remain very high and increasing (400 across Jan / Feb)
Risk of children / young people, (particularly male), with either learned behaviour, or with specific
additional needs, engaging in abusive behaviours – Child on Parent Violence / Abuse (CoPVA) Project
Female victims / survivors resulting from relationships with male OCG / gang members
Housing concerns – victims / survivors relocation needs (DA Act 2021) and sustainability of Dispersed
Housing Programme?
Court system concerns – backlog in securing DA related orders due to COVID-19 and level of understanding
within the criminal justice system re: issues such as coercion and control
Major prosecution challenges - proving coercion and control and sexual violence towards Women
Re: perpetrators
 SWACA sense of rising male aggression (general cultural issue?)
 rise in ex-military perpetrators – PTSD related
 wider impact of substance misuse and mental health (toxic trio)
Education around healthy relationships is essential!!
Media – concerns re: normalising Violence against Women and Girls and influence on future perpetrators
(National) concerns re: knife and gun crime – driving more ‘extreme’ violence / abuse
SWACA range of services focused on addressing, and mitigating against risks of, the impact of DA
SWACA’s role in educating local communities re: DA and Healthy Relationships etc.
Safety Planning – enabling Women and Girls to mitigate against risks of Violence against Women and Girls
but without placing responsibility on victims / survivors – perpetrators are responsible
Establishing specific projects to ensure greater depth in understanding of DA – e.g., CoPVA
Lots of partnership activity – e.g., development of public health funded digital work with SWAN / Venus
Successful engagement with Schools and Colleges (within capacity limitations)
Support groups and work focusing on building sustainable peer / family networks of support
Media engagement around DA

Any barriers to achieving success
-

Resources - SWACA keen to establish more specific projects tackling Violence Against Women and Girls
from a DA perspective (focus on Older People, Sibling Abuse, increased Mental Health specialists, Health)
Resources - SWACA keen to expand engagement with High Schools around PSHE and Healthy
Relationships, (recent success with Deyes High / Merchant Taylors)
COVID-19 impacts – increased pressures on intimate / family relationships, and dependency on perpetrator
Cultural diversity – changing nature of Sefton’s communities and resulting language barriers impacting on
service delivery – interpreter costs and need to develop a more culturally diverse workforce
Children’s Act – welfare of child is paramount, but insufficient recognition of impact of DA on Mum
Further training required around the higher risks involved with honour-based violence
Insufficient mental health support for children / young people experiencing Da-related trauma – risks
increase in future male perpetrators
Education – schools and colleges, community groups, scale up
Constraints in accessing facilities to undertake 1:1 casework

(Neil Frackelton, March 2022)
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Briefing to:

Sefton Community Safety Partnership

Briefing from:

Ros Stanley, Localities Service Manager (Youth Justice Service)

Date:

March 2022

Subject:

Violence Against Women and Girls

Prepared by:

Ros Stanley

1

Introduction

1.1

The purpose of this briefing document is to highlight how the Youth Justice
Service (YJS) tackles violence against women and girls with particular attention
to the below areas:




Their experiences of Violence against Women and Girls
The actions they put in place to deal with Violence against Women and
Girls
Any barriers to achieving success.

2

Experiences of Violence against Women and Girls

2.1

There are many children who have witnessed violence towards family
members. In previous case mapping exercises, there are multiple cases where
children have been exposed to prolonged domestic abuse within the home
environment. The YJS recognise this as an adverse childhood experience and
assessments focus on this to understand the child’s lived experience. Where
there are concerns, YJS seek support from partners such as Venus via the
Youth Justice Therapist, CAMHS or the Criminal Justice Liaison and Diversion
service to deliver bespoke support. YJS will also offer support to parents
including access to the ACES programme.

3

Actions to deal with Violence against Women and Girls

3.1

If there was a concern that a child was exposed to violence, a safeguarding
referral would be made to MASH immediately to protect the child. There are
occasions where a child’s behaviour raises concerns, such as displaying
violence towards parents. Venus offer anger management support to children
which is one option to consider. Alternatively, YJS would seek support from
SWACA who could deliver work to the child and parent in this situation.
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3.2

To raise children’s awareness, YJS regularly deliver ‘keeping safe’ and ‘healthy
relationship’ work so that they understand boundaries and what is acceptable
and not acceptable.

4

Barriers to Achieving Success

4.1

The most common barrier is non-disclosure from the child or disguised
compliance within the family. YJS prioritises building a trusting relationship with
children so that they feel safe to share their concerns and lived experiences.
Often with shorter pieces of work, such as out of court disposals, this is more
of a challenge. However, a thorough assessment is completed with out of court
disposals and information is obtained from a variety of sources.

5

Summary

5.1

Sefton YJS recognises the trauma caused from being involved in or exposed
to a violent event. Therefore, all staff are vigilant as to how children may be
affected and should any concerns exist managing a child’s safety would be a
priority. Any residual harm resulting from exposure to violence would be
assessed and appropriate support put in place, utilising the bespoke offers
available within the partnership. In addition, sessions are delivered to support
children to keep themselves safe and recognise where others may cross
boundaries that compromises their safety,

Ros Stanley
March 2022.
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Safer Sefton Together Meeting - 17 March 2022 Sharon Cotterall
Sefton CVS’s role is to support the sector in this capacity and ensure that voluntary sector groups
and organisations remain aware of the impact of violence against women and girls through our
regular Safeguarding training. We hold monthly safeguarding briefings from CVS staff where we
share reflective practice. The SMBC Locality Team Manager gave a presentation on Domestic Abuse
Awareness to Sefton CVS staff as part of the Safeguarding Reflective Practice session in September
2021, having previously delivered a Domestic Abuse Awareness Session to the Health and Social Care
Forum member as part of Safeguarding Awareness week in November 2020. In February 2022
information was shared with the Forum on the Domestic Abuse Survey and members were
encouraged to respond. In February 2022 the Health and Social Care Forum Facilitator attended
training on the lessons learned from a SARS review of a case involving coercive control in her
capacity of advising the sector. Our Every Child Matters Forum met in December 2021 to discuss
violence against women and girls which included presentations from the sector coupled with
discussions of how Forum member organisations could address the issues in day to day practice.
Sefton CVS, through the funding received from the Violence Reduction Partnership in 20/21 coordinated ACES training for the sector with 129 people participating. Violence against women and
girls was highlighted within this course and the impact ACEs have on outcomes for children and
young people. In supporting the sector at a strategic level our Deputy Chief Executive sits on the
Sefton Domestic Abuse Partnership and the Sefton Safeguarding Children’s Partnership (SSCP)
Safeguarding Forum.
Their experiences of Violence against Women and Girls
 RASA – incidents of assault in Southport area are high and not necessarily reported to the
Police.
 RASA –issues with drink spiking in Southport Area
 Parenting 2000 (Alchemy) - an incident in Southport where some of our young women
were getting chased around Southport Town Centre, Lord street gardens area by a gang of
male youths.
 Parenting 2000 (Alchemy) - young females on line encouraging violence against other
young females successfully and a young woman being coerced to assist in grooming other
young women into drug dealing.
The actions they put in place to deal with Violence against Women and Girls
 Parenting 2000 have a new project ‘The Girls Imperium’. A 4-week programme aimed at
young women aged 9 – 18. Aims to help them to gain confidence, develop new skills in
self-defence and access support and guidance. This is taking place in Crosby.
 RASA – Be an active bystander campaign being launched in Liverpool. Delivering training
funded through safer streets.
 RASA – It’s not me it’s you campaign. Campaign against victim blaming. RASA spoke at
Every Child Matter’s Forum in December about this.
 RASA – Have offered training to first response workers in Liverpool and Southport. This
includes bar staff and bus drivers.
 RASA – following Ofsted inspection a number of schools got in touch for support with this
RASA sign post to the government toolkit which they say is very good.
 RASA – in response to drink spiking in Southport Area – Punch Tarmey Group worked with
RASA to put staff training in place.
Any barriers to achieving success
 RASA – have contacted Sefton on many occasions including work around being an active
bystander campaign, but have not been able to gain support/engagement in the way they
have with Liverpool.
 RASA – conviction rates being so low creates a huge barrier for people coming forward.
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RASA – rape review last year gave lots of recommendations but this doesn’t seem to have
been transferred into action
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Ofsted Sexual abuse report June 2021 Summary
This rapid thematic review has revealed how prevalent sexual harassment and online sexual
abuse are for children and young people. It is concerning that for some children, incidents
are so commonplace that they see no point in reporting them. This review did not analyse
whether the issue is more or less prevalent for different groups of young people, and there
may well be differences, but it found that the issue is so widespread that it needs addressing
for all children and young people. It recommends that schools, colleges and multi-agency
partners act as though sexual harassment and online sexual abuse are happening, even
when there are no specific reports.
On our visits, girls told us that sexual harassment and online sexual abuse, such as being
sent unsolicited explicit sexual material and being pressured to send nude pictures (‘nudes’),
are much more prevalent than adults realise. For example, nearly 90% of girls, and nearly
50% of boys, said being sent explicit pictures or videos of things they did not want to see
happens a lot or sometimes to them or their peers. Children and young people told us that
sexual harassment occurs so frequently that it has become ‘commonplace’. For example,
92% of girls, and 74% of boys, said sexist name-calling happens a lot or sometimes to them
or their peers. The frequency of these harmful sexual behaviours means that some children
and young people consider them normal.
When we asked children and young people where sexual violence occurred, they typically
talked about unsupervised spaces outside of school, such as parties or parks without adults
present, although some girls told us they also experienced unwanted touching in school
corridors.
Children and young people, especially girls, told us that they do not want to talk about sexual
abuse for several reasons, even where their school encourages them to. For example, the
risk of being ostracised by peers or getting peers into trouble is not considered to be worth it
for something perceived by children and young people to be commonplace. They worry
about how adults will react, because they think they will not be believed, or that they will be
blamed. They also think that once they talk to an adult, the process will be out of their
control.
Children and young people were rarely positive about the RSHE they had received. They felt
that it was too little, too late and that the curriculum was not equipping them with the
information and advice they needed to navigate the reality of their lives. Because of these
gaps, they told us they turned to social media or their peers to educate each other, which
understandably made some feel resentful. As one girl put it, ‘It shouldn’t be our responsibility
to educate boys’.
In the schools and colleges we visited, some teachers and leaders underestimated the scale
of the problem. They either did not identify sexual harassment and sexualised language as
problematic or they were unaware they were happening. They were dealing with incidents of
sexual violence when they were made aware of them, and following statutory guidance. But
professionals consistently underestimated the prevalence of online sexual abuse, even when
there was a proactive whole-school approach to tackling sexual harassment and violence.
In light of this, even where school and college leaders do not have specific information that
indicates sexual harassment and online sexual abuse are problems for their children and
young people, they should act on the assumption that they are. Leaders should take a
whole-school/college approach to developing a culture where all kinds of sexual harassment
and online sexual abuse are recognised and addressed. To achieve this, schools and
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colleges need to create an environment where staff model respectful and appropriate
behaviour, where children and young people are clear about what is acceptable and
unacceptable behaviour, and where they are confident to ask for help and support when they
need it. Central to this should be a carefully planned and implemented RSHE curriculum,
sanctions and interventions to tackle poor behaviour and provide support for children and
young people who need it, training and clear expectations for staff and governors, and
listening to pupil voice. Further guidance on many of these aspects can be found in ‘Keeping
children safe in education’.[footnote 2]
When it comes to sexual violence, it appears that school and college leaders are
increasingly having to make difficult decisions that guidance does not equip them to make.
For example, some school and college leaders told us that they are unsure how to proceed
when criminal investigations do not lead to a prosecution or conviction. Schools and colleges
should not be left to navigate these ‘grey areas’ without sufficient guidance. Furthermore, the
current guidance does not clearly differentiate between different types of behaviour or reflect
the language that children and young people use, particularly for online sexual abuse.
Schools and colleges cannot tackle sexual harassment and sexual violence, including
online, on their own, and neither should they. For example, the prevalence of children and
young people seeing explicit material they do not want to see and being pressured to send
‘nudes’ is a much wider problem than schools can address. While they can play their part, it
is not only their responsibility to solve it. The government will need to tackle this issue
through the Online Safety Bill, and other interventions.
The LSPs that we met had varying levels of oversight and understanding of the issues for
children and young people in their area. Some LSPs had been working closely with schools
to track and analyse data from schools, and understood children’s experiences of sexual
harassment and violence, including online. However, a small number told us that they were
not aware that sexual harassment and violence, including online, in schools and colleges
were significant problems in their local area. In light of what children and young people told
us, they almost certainly are significant problems in every area. Gaining an overview of the
issues requires effective joint working between LSPs and all schools and colleges,
something that is not currently happening consistently. Some schools and colleges also
reported that working across a number of local authorities presented challenges, as the level
of support varied from area to area. Clearer guidance would help to overcome some of these
difficulties, as would more learning and sharing of practice across LSPs, schools and
colleges.
Recommendations for school and college leaders
School and college leaders should create a culture where sexual harassment and online
sexual abuse are not tolerated, and where they identify issues and intervene early to better
protect children and young people.
In order to do this, they should assume that sexual harassment and online sexual abuse are
happening in their setting, even when there are no specific reports, and put in place a wholeschool approach to address them. This should include:


a carefully sequenced RSHE curriculum, based on the Department for Education’s
(DfE’s) statutory guidance, that specifically includes sexual harassment and sexual
violence, including online. This should include time for open discussion of topics that
children and young people tell us they find particularly difficult, such as consent and the
sending of ‘nudes’
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high-quality training for teachers delivering RSHE
routine record-keeping and analysis of sexual harassment and sexual violence, including
online, to identify patterns and intervene early to prevent abuse
a behavioural approach, including sanctions when appropriate, to reinforce a culture
where sexual harassment and online sexual abuse are not tolerated
working closely with LSPs in the area where the school or college is located so they are
aware of the range of support available to children and young people who are victims or
who perpetrate harmful sexual behaviour
support for designated safeguarding leads (DSLs), such as protected time in timetables
to engage with LSPs
training to ensure that all staff (and governors, where relevant) are able to:
 better understand the definitions of sexual harassment and sexual violence, including
online sexual abuse
 identify early signs of peer-on-peer sexual abuse
 consistently uphold standards in their responses to sexual harassment and online
sexual abuse
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feedback from the Merseyside Women’s Team - we have adopted a different approach to
how we manage women – a pan-Merseyside model, managing all women across
Merseyside. However, the Probation Practitioners are geographically located, but where
possible, the team are co-located with Women’s Centres and encourage attendance at the
Women’s Centre rather than at a male dominated office. This is in an attempt to offer a
trauma informed and gender informed environment. We recognise how vulnerability and
risk can be interlinked and how experiences throughout life impact upon behaviours.
ACEs are often perpetuated into adult life for women and learned behaviours of violence
are formed from this. To this end, we offer a two pronged approach – not only do we
challenge their behaviour (the reason why on Probation) we offer support to deal with
trauma experienced often throughout a long time and focus on encouraging strength to
build social capital. We work closely with the Ruby project who operate from the
Women’s Centre and where our Sefton clients attend; so much so we have cocommissioned in recognition of the value of their service. We also work with Together
Women whose specialist criminal justice mentor works with women who are at the higher
risk to others and have PD traits. She is a trained IDVA and can support with this as well as
other aspects. Attendance at the Women’s Turnaround Centre – albeit for the fact that
they are subject to Probation – is supportive as well as challenging. PSS deliver
programmes from the same site and support our Women’s Commissioned Services. It is a
safe place that women and only women, can access, providing the opportunity to work
directly with services such as IDVAs and Savera Liverpool, to help those who have suffered
violence against them.
The actions they put in place to deal with Violence against Women and Girls: At court stage
PSR writers are fully trained to identify risk factors, appropriate sentence options and
programmes. In our risk management armoury we also have ARMs and OSP re: male sex
offenders, also SARA re: DA. We take a multi-agency approach re: mh, substance misuse,
accommodation and share information re: MAPPA nominals with police and prisons on
ViSOR. There is also disclosure considered at MAPPA Meetings; where appropriate,
undertake jointly with police &/or CSC. GPS Tagging is also available. In the IOM team, colocated with police, we have a transition process in place, working closely with the YJT
including sex offender, violence and DA.
In addition to MARAC we are also represented at MACE regarding CSE and CCE.
We utilise additional licence conditions, such as, “notify supervising officer of developing
intimate relationships;” useful in the management of DA/sex offender cases and also
grooming in respect of targeting vulnerable women to gain access to their children.
Exclusion zones, use of Approved Premises can also be put in place. All with statutory
consequences of a recall to prison.
We can also refer cases to PICS (Psychologically Informed Consultation Service) for
consultation, formulation and risk management advice.
Use of MAPPA and for ML3s, those registered as Critical Public Protection Cases (CPPC), for
note Sefton have 3 registered related to violence against women and girls. Safeguarding
engagement in line with the new DA Act, impact on children/and as victims. Victim Liaison
Officer (VLO) scheme for those victims whose perpetrators meet the criteria and for
discretionary cases. Suite of interventions, i.e. BBR, Horizon, Maps for Change, Skills for
Relationships Toolkit (SRT) re: one-to-one work, DV disclosure scheme, probation service
representation on MARAC, MARAC Steering Group, Sefton DA Partnership Board, DHRs,
use of Approved Premises, mandatory learning and training, pan-Merseyside IOM model
for management of RSOs, namely, the Sex Offender Learning & Desistance Team.
Specialist DA courts, court link workers re: IDVA. For longer term custody there is a
dedicated approach, i.e. Offender Management in Custody (OMiC), this can provide
enhanced monitoring, intel sharing and inform risk assessments.
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Any barriers to achieving success: Probation work with women as perpetrators, which can
determine the focus on risk management, however; the pan-Merseyside model for a
Women’s Only Team and Review Court helps to broaden the approach. DHRs have
previously highlighted barriers, often related to effective information sharing and a more
robust use of professional curiosity.
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8th March 2022

Introducing: Pan Merseyside Women’s Team:PDU HEAD: Carla Jones Wirral / Women's PDU

SPO: Clare Burrell: Knowsley/St Helens and Wirral
Functional Inbox: nwps.womensteam@justice.gov.uk
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SPO: Jenny Kavanagh: Liverpool and Sefton

•

Reductions in reoffending rates for women confirmed

•

Reductions in numbers of short term custodial sentences
and increase in community sentences

•

Reduction in number of victims who also go on to offend

•

Public protection enhanced.

•

Whole Systems approach

Why do we need a Gender specific trauma informed approach?

7 Priority Areas to support and provide Intervention to reduce reoffending for
women:2: Mental Health

3: Substance Misuse

4: Being on control of daily life; Empowerment

5. Building Social Capital

6: Pro-Social Identity
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1: Self Management

7: Improve Family Contact

The proportion of women in the criminal justice system is relatively small; they make up just 5% of the prison population and 15% of offenders serving a sentence
in the community. It has taken time for a system that works predominantly with men to acknowledge the evidence that women have different needs that require a
gendered response. Baroness Corston’s report (2007) shone a light on this disparity, highlighting that equal treatment of men and women does not necessarily
result in equal outcomes.
On average female offenders commit less serious offences than male offenders and often pose a low or medium risk of serious harm to the public. Over three
quarters of women sentenced to custody receive short sentences of less than 12 months with 70.7% of women reoffending following a short custodial sentence.
The Female Offender Strategy (2018) set out the government’s commitment to do things differently, acknowledging the significant vulnerabilities and complexities
of female offenders that are often the product of a life of abuse and trauma.
Since publishing the strategy, the Ministry of Justice has made significant progress in a number of areas, investing over £7m in specialist women’s services in the
community, providing specialist training for frontline staff working with women, and ultimately reducing the women’s custodial population. Robust community
sentences that deliver meaningful punishment can be coupled with a programme of rehabilitation, where women are offered holistic support to address the
complex social problems which put them at risk of offending.
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Objectives of North West Female Offender Strategy:

